Wholesale Moulding & Picture Framing Supplies

FLETCHER 2200 SERIES MAT CUTTER

DELUXE SHRINK WRAP SYSTEM

When precision and accuracy are
important, this is the mat cutter you
need for sizing cuts, bevel cuts, and
V-grooves.

The TRACO Deluxe Shrink Wrapper
features include: adjustable timer
with LED light, no assembly required,
portable & lightweight, heat gun outlet, and 2 year warranty. Comes with
Ultralight Heat Gun, 36” x 100’ roll
shrink film and 1 maintenance kit.

It has a unique pin locator that makes
setting precise, accurate borders easier
than ever with faster repeat cutting.
The 8” wide border slices through
foamboard up to ½” thick.

ITEM#
SUPERS40D

The 2200 has a strong and straight
anodized aluminum base that won’t
warp for years of uninterrupted operation. It also offers comfort grips with
easy load magnetic blades that lock for
a secure cut.

SUPER-40PK

2-year manufacturer’s warranty.

SHRINK36

ITEM#
FL2200-48
FL2200-60
FL2200-PRO
FL2200-SQ
FL2200-LIFT
BL012F
BL015F
BL016F

DESCRIPTION
48” CUTTING CAPACITY
60” CUTTING CAPACITY
PRODUCTION STOPS
SQUARING ARM
CLAMP LIFTERS
FLETCHER .012 MAT
BLADE/100 PK.
FLETCHER .015 MAT
BLADE/100 PK.
FLETCHER .015 SINGLE
EDGE BL./100 PK.

Kit includes: x5 3 mil teflon tape strips, x3 of
10mil teflon tape strip,
x1 nichrome wire, x1 micro switch, x1 arm
spring and anchor, x1 fuse

PVC SHRINK FILM 36”x
500’ 75 GAUGE

CASESSE MITERING CHOPPER
This Mitre Guillotine has been developed to give the gallery
picture framer and volume framer
both speed and quality cutting. The
foot pedal operation brings the blades
down to chop thought the moulding
producing 2 opposite mitres. A repositionable
cutting head allows you to advance
the blades and chop through the
moulding as many times as is needed
to provide the best quality cut. Comes
with one set of blades. Secondary
sets are recommended for continuous
operation during blade sharpening.

FLETCHER 3000 SERIES MAT CUTTER
One cutter meets all of your matting
and framing needs. The spring-loaded,
triple-turret cutting assembly has a
patented roller design and three cutting tools. The turret device makes
it easy to switch from scoring and
breaking out glass or plastic, to cutting
matboard — even foamboard — up to
¼” (6 mm) thick.

DESCRIPTION
TRACO 40” DELUXE
SUPER-SEALER
SUPER-SEALER PARTS
KIT

ITEM#
CHOPPER

DESCRIPTION
CASESSE MITERING
CHOPPER

MINI-MITRE CHOPPER
Makes working with fillets and
FrameSpace a breeze! A hand operated chopper that cuts fillets like a
regular sized chopper. Steel blades
stay sharp cut after cut with great
accuracy. Comes with adjustable scale
for precise measuring.

It mounts easily to the wall to save
space. A full-length clamp provides
top-to-bottom, non-slip, mark-free
clamping. Composite sleeve bearings
reduce friction for accurate scoring and
cutting. Optional measuring stops allow
for quick, same-size cutting.

ITEM#
MINI

DESCRIPTION
MINI-MITRE CHOPPER

Five year manufacturer’s warranty.
ITEM#
FL3000-48
FL3000-60
BLM3000
BLM3000B
BLAPB12
BLSU-01
BL-PA3-01

Toll Free: 1-877-769-1617

DESCRIPTION
48” CUTTING CAPACITY
60” CUTTING CAPACITY
MAT BLADES 10/pk.
MAT BLADES 100/pk.
PLEXI BLADE 10/pk.
GLASS WHEELS 10/pk.
CARBIDE WHEEL 1/pk.

MITRE VISE
High quality and built strong. Holds
any moulding up to 4”, tilts 90 degrees, swivels 360 degrees and has
knurled steel speed handles.
CODE
DESCRIPTION
MITRE-VISE
MITRE VISE
WITH SPEED HANDLES

Prices subject to change without prior notice. JAN./10

SEC
8
PG
1
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CTD D20R MITRE SAW

CLEARMOUNT COMPLETE SYSTEMS

A revolutionary idea-right and left saw
heads, individually operated on a single
base. Gives you a fast, accurate double
mitre cut-off at an affordable price.
Features: Heavy duty 1HP fan cooled motors,
12” blade capacity, Solid steel floor stand
with removable dust/scrap drawer. Rabbet
measuring scale included.
CODE
D20

DESCRIPTION
CTD MODEL D20

CTD D45FX DOUBLE MITRE SAW
The D45FX is popular world wide for its
unique features, low cost and precision.
Engineered for high production, this foot
operated saw makes two 45 degree mitres
at one time, saving time and materials.
Available in 10”, 12” or 14” blade capacity.
Super Duty 1 1/2 H.P. totally enclosed fan
cooled motors are available as single
or triple phase. Many options are available
to maximize your productivity.
CODE
D45FX

DESCRIPTION
CTD MODEL D45FX
DBLE. MITRE SAW

The Clearmount Complete System
Includes:
• The Clearmount mitre Saw table
with exclusive ACCU-MITER scales.
• The Makita LS1030 Power Mitre
Saw.
• Special 10 inch carbide tipped saw
blade for multi-purpose cutting.
CODE
SW6-1C

DESCRIPTION
6’ COMPLETE SYSTEM - SW6-1 Scale w/Makita 10” Saw
& Blade

SW7C

7’ COMPLETE SYSTEM - SW7 Scale w/Makita 10” Saw
& Blade

SW7-1C

7’ COMPLETE SYSTEM - SW7-1 Scale w/Makita 10” Saw
& Blade

SW11C

11’ COMPLETE SYSTEM - SW11 Scale w/Makita 10” Saw
& Blade

SW11C-2

11’ COMPLETE DBLE. SYSTEM - SW6-1 Scale w/2 Makita
10” Saws & 2 Blades

FS TOOL CARBIDE SAW BLADES
Wood or combination blades for both
wood and aluminum cutting. These
top quality carbide tipped blades are
made to cut sharp and last longer
between sharpening. Don’t let the low
price fool you, FS Tool blades are as
good as any high end blade at a fraction of the price.

CLEARMOUNT MEASURING SCALES
• Compatible with 10" and 12" Miter Saws –
including compound and sliding compound
saws. The markings on the scale are silk
screened and guaranteed not to wear off.
•Uses a one piece, heavy gauge aluminum
extrusion that mounts to the top of the
saw table which guarantees you a level
bed.
• Units are shipped preassembled mounting to your saw is fast and easy.
• 2 adjustable (vertically & horizontally)
clamps run along a channel in the front
part of the scale - These clamps hold the
moulding by pushing it back against the
fence
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CODE
SW6-1

DESCRIPTION
6’ MEASURING SCALE - measures 41” one side only
(left or right).

SW7

7’ MEASURING SCALE - measures 41” each side of saw.

SW7-1

7’ MEASURING SCALE - measures 64” one side only
(left or right).

SW11

11’ MEASURING SCALE - measures 64” each side of saw.

SW11-2

11’ DOUBLE MITRE SAW SCALE - for 2 saws, measures 64”
on one side.

Prices subject to change without prior notice. JAN./10

CODE
L1B251

DESCRIPTION
COMBO TRIPLE CHIP
10” x 100 TOOTH

LM6251

WOOD CROSS CUT
10” x 80 TOOTH

L1B308

COMBO TRIPLE CHIP
12” x 100 TOOTH

LM6308

WOOD CROSS CUT
12” x 100 TOOTH

LNM250M

POLY NO-MELT
10” x 80 TOOTH

WAX STICK
Allows for cooler operation. Your cuts
will be much cleaner and your blades
will last longer.
CODE
WAX

DESCRIPTION
WAX STICK

Toll Free: 1-877-769-1617

